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Colton Hague
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Abstract/Artists Statement
An RC Baja car was designed and manufactured to compete in the ASME RC Baja competition.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineering (ASME) Baja competition is a time trial that
has a variety of obstacles like jumps, rocks, and turns. The objective of the project was to
improve the performance of the suspension and chassis while offering a variety of different
adjustments that can be made to fit a given terrain. To begin the design process, a benchmark car
was selected, and research was performed on trophy trucks to incorporate suspension features
into the design. Using engineering methods, analyses was done to determine dimensions,
fitments, and materials that would improve the performance. To optimize the performance of the
suspension over different terrain types, multiple mounting locations for the front and rear
suspension were provided. Using 3D software, the individual parts of the car were modeled and
then assembled. With the dimensioned part drawings, manufacturing of the car began. To
manufacture the parts, a variety of different manufacturing machines were used such as a mill,
3D printer, and laser cutter. The parts had to be manufactured within tolerance to maintain
functionality of the design. A series of tests were completed to ensure the requirements were
met. To simulate the RC car being jumped, the car was dropped from a height of 1.5 feet. The
suspension of the car absorbed the 192-newton force.
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1. INTRODUCTION
a. Description
The RC Baja chassis and suspension are intended to be driven on rough terrain. This will be put
to the test during the ASME RC Baja race. The suspension must be mounted in the correct areas
to receive best results. The chassis must be built strong enough to endure the abuse that the rough
terrain will cause. The goal is to maximize the performance of the chassis and suspension while
being driven on rough terrain. This will be done throughout this project by design, analysis,
methods, manufacturing, construction, and testing. Exploring the best way to mount, connect,
and pivot the suspension will be determined.

b. Motivation
This projected was motivated by a need for a system that would increase the performance of a
RC Baja car traveling over rough terrain. Also, the RC Baja project has some similarities to a
full-size Baja vehicle.

c. Function Statement
The RC Baja chassis provides supports for the vehicle’s other components. The suspension
provides stability and increased friction between the tires and surface.

d. Requirements
The RC Baja must follow the ASME Baja race requirements, Drivetrain requirements as outlined
by other team member(s) and the requirements listed below:
• The cost of suspension and chassis parts must not exceed $250.
• The cost of the RC Baja suspension and chassis project must not exceed $500.
• The RC Baja must be able to withstand a 1.5 ft drop if landing on its wheels.
• The chassis must not weigh more than 5 lbs.
• The suspension system must be able to withstand a 20 lb. force to each individual tire.
• The suspension must have 1 in or more of travel.
• The overall car weight must not exceed 10 lbs.
• Chassis must withstand 150 N force applied directly to plate.
• Chassis and suspension arms can withstand a 10 mph. hit to a wall.
• The rear shock must mount with an angle been 30 and 60 degrees.

e. Engineering Merit
This project will require a variety of different engineering methods and calculations. The shear,
normal, and torsional stress and strain will have to be analyzed throughout the suspension and
chassis where needed. Along with all other data needed to collect stress and strain. Other
engineering methods and calculations may be determined as project advances. The use of
software for design and manufacturing will be needed.
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f. Scope of Effort
This part of the RC Baja project focuses on the suspension and chassis design, analysis, methods,
manufacturing, construction, and testing. As well as using software to design the parts and
perform tests within the software.

g. Success Criteria
The success of the RC Baja project will be determined by the criteria below:
• Meets all requirements stated.
• Meets ASME Baja race requirements.
• Completion of all events at the ASME RC Baja race.
• All components of the car function properly together.
• Have a full functioning RC car by the deadline.
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2. DESIGN & ANALYSIS
a. Approach: Proposed Solution
The suspension and chassis design are based off a full-size trophy truck. Common trophy trucks
have a fully parallel independent four link suspension system. The full-size trophy truck
suspension design was then compared to common RC cars. After comparison, there were design
ideas from both the RC car and full-size trophy truck that resulted in a unique suspension and
chassis design.

b. Description
The design of the chassis is aimed around holding all the necessary components. Also,
attempting to keep most of the heavier components near the center of the vehicle to help increase
driving performance. The rear suspension is a parallel linkage system that will connect to the
axle. The shock towers and linkage will connect to the chassis so the coil over will be able to
connect to the tower and the linkage at 30-60 degrees. The front suspension will have suspension
arms, turnbuckles, and steering rods connected to the hub carrier.

c. Benchmark
The benchmark RC car would be a Losi Super Baja 1/6 RTR Electric Trophy Truck. Built by
Losi, Model Number: LOS05013T1
However, this an all-wheel drive design.

d. Performance Predictions
Prediction for the RC Baja Include, being able to withstand 10 mph impact to a wall and still be
properly functioning after. The car will be able to withstand a 1.5-foot drop to its wheels. As well
as similar performance on rough terrains and smooth terrains.

e. Description of Analysis
Referring to Appendix A, Section A-1: Drop test. Figure A.1 shows the impact force caused by
the RC Baja car being dropped from 3 ft. To find this value, kinematic equations were used to
find the amount of time the car was in free fall and the velocity it had just before it hit the
ground. Those values were then used to find the force. In Figure A.2, the force found in Figure
A.1 was used to determine the amount of energy the RC Baja car would have to absorb.
In Appendix A, Section A-2: Front Impact Test. Figure A.3 shows the calculations to find the
impact force. This is done by using the cars max speed over a time frame of .1 sec of hitting the
wall. In figure A.4, The force found in A.3 is used to find the stress caused in the suspension arm
from the impact. It was assumed to already have dimensions. The stresses were found by using
the Bending stress, shear stress, and transverse shear stress equations.

f. Scope of Testing and Evaluation
The testing will be based off making sure the car will meet the set requirements. The car will be
tested in various ways. It will either pass or fail the tests that will be performed. The overall test
is the ASME competition. The RC car will be tested over different styles of courses and will be
ranked from the performance.
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g. Analysis
The analysis of the different components of the RC car can be found in appendix A. Many
different methods of analysis were used to determine the design parameters needed to fit the
requirements. The design parameters were then used to make drawings of the components found
in appendix B.
i. Analysis 1, Drop Test.
Figure A.1 shows the impact force the RC Baja car must withstand to prevent failure when being
dropped from 3 ft. The force of 10.01 lbs will determine the minimum thickness of the
suspension A arm. Farther analysis will have to be done once a material for the A arm is
selected. Figure A.2 shows the energy absorption the suspension must withstand. The 30 ft-lbs
the suspension must withstand will be further analyzed by displacing the energy through the
shocks and potentially the A arms if needed.
ii. Analysis 2 Front Impact Test.
In Appendix A, Section A-2: Front Impact Test. Figure A.3 finds the impact force of 403 N
caused by the car hitting a wall at 20 mph. In figure A.4 the force is used to find the stress in the
suspension arm caused by the impact. The bending stress is the driving factor of the design. The
bending stress came out to be 207.9 MPa. This value is less than the yield strength so the
suspension arms would withstand the impact. Thus, making the thickness of the suspension arm
to be .19 in. A safety factor was not yet determined because the front bumper will decrease the
amount of stress on the suspension arms.

h. Device: Parts, Shapes, and Conformation
The parts were originally sketched as rectangular style shapes. After performing analysis on
some parts, the shape of the part had to be adjusted to meet the requirements. For example, a
radius would get added to a corner to reduce the amount of stress. Also, attempting to make the
RC Baja car appealing to the eye affected the parts shapes. Some parts have shape cut outs to
reduce the amount of weight. The safety factor for the suspension and chassis portion of the car
is between 2 and 3 depending on the part. This was because in most cases where analysis was
performed a direct force would not happen. for example, the front impact test would not be a
direct hit to the wall. The wheels would absorb some of the impact along with other components.
The RC Baja’s components are relatively small, making most of the tolerances small. The hole
alignment is the most important tolerance for all the components. The holes must line up to
assemble the car, so a tight tolerance was needed for this. The tolerance for each manufactured
component can be found in Appendix B.

i. Device Assembly
The RC Baja car will be built to enhance the suspension systems performance. The RC Baja
suspensions and chassis design consists of 4 main assemblies, frame, front suspension, rear
suspension, and front hubs. The Chassis must also provide supporting for all the other
components needed for the car.
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j. Technical Risk Analysis
The design has been optimized for lightness; this could make some parts not strong enough to
withstand the ASME competition. The actual amount of abuse the car will take in the ASME
competition is unknown so most of the values used for analysis were estimated values. The
manufacturing process for the parts will be difficult because some tools will require learning.
This could make the project fall behind schedule and go over on the budget if mistakes are made.

k. Failure Mode Analysis
There were many failure mode analyses performed for the components of the vehicle. Some
components had to have multiple failure mode analysis done to them to ensure they would meet
the requirements. The maximum shear stress theory was used to do analysis on the mounting
hardware and linkage pins. The maximum normal stress theory was used for the analysis of the
turnbuckles. The maximum bending stress was used most when performing analysis on the
suspension and chassis.

l. Operation Limits and Safety
The car should not be submerged in water or any other liquid. The RC car is water resistant but
not waterproof. The RC car should not be dropped or jumped from a height of more than 1.5
feet. Be careful when connecting the battery to avoid injury. The battery must be stored and
charged properly according to manufactures instructions to limits risks of injury.
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3. METHODS & CONSTRUCTION
a. Methods
Over the course of the project many methods of engineering were used to construct the RC car.
The project was designed using aspects of dynamics, statics, strength of materials, and
𝑀𝑐
𝑃
mechanical design. Stress equations like 𝜎 = 𝐼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜎 = 𝐴 were used to make sure the project
would meet the requirements. Various textbooks were used to apply the necessary engineering
methods.
Most of the RC cars parts were manufactured by Colton Hague and Tucker Odegaard. The parts
that were not manufactured were bought from a retailer. The suspension and chassis were
designed and analyzed from Colton Hague’s residence. The parts of the suspension and chassis
were manufactured within the limitations of US Scales shop.
i. Process Decisions
The manufacturing methods used to fabricate the suspension and chassis parts were laser cuter,
machining, and tapping. To meet the requirements, the parts of the suspension and chassis that
were manufactured had to be built from 6061 T6 aluminum. The laser cutting method was
decided to limit the amount of waisted material and time. The laser cutter provided a simpler
way to manufacture parts. Also, the use of the laser cutting machine reduces the amount of
manufacturing process that must be done to each part. To perform the laser cutting method, the
SolidWorks files had to be converted to a DXF file to support the laser cutters software. From
there, a starting point of cutting was decided, and the individual part was cut out. It is best
practice to cut out all the parts at one time and out of one piece of material. Machining methods
are used to drill holes in the parts where necessary. This method was decided based off common
practice and the limited resources available. Also, machining in the form of turning is used to
manufacture the connecting pins. This was the cheapest way to create custom size pins. To create
the threads in the holes where necessary, the tapping method was used. This was chosen because
of basic practice, limitations of tools, and personal skill. Each manufacturing method was chosen
based off the limitations of resources and cost. It is cheaper to manufacture the parts with the
machines and tools provided by US Scale than outsourcing the parts.
The design was optimized through analysis. The primary parts had a minimum of two sketches
each. With those sketches each one had a list of pros and cons. From the pros and cons list the
design was chosen. Once the design was chosen multiple analysis were done to the part to
determine the dimensions. The material chosen for the primary parts was based off the
suspension arms and chassis analysis. With those parts being made from 6061 T6 aluminum, it
was more cost effective to make the rest of the parts out of it using the left-over material. The
analysis showed that only the suspension arms and the chassis needed to be made from a 6061
T6 aluminum, the front shock tower and rear shock mounts could have been made from a
material with a lower yield strength. Research was able to optimize the design by analyzing other
designs and reading articles of common problems or failures. The research was done before and
after the analysis stage looking for ways to modify the parts to increase overall performance. The
research provided methods to connect parts and functionality. For example, the shock is able to
mount to the suspension arms in multiple locations offering different suspension geometry. It
was found in articles that this is beneficial when driving on different terrains. Parts were
optimized through software like SolidWorks and Inventor. Using the abilities within the
programs to run tests by constraining and loading the parts where needed. Von Mises and
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deflections tests were primarily used. After the tests had been completed the parts could be
changed by seeing where the stress was, sometimes it was because there was too much stress
and sometimes the part was over designed.

b. Construction
i. Description
The main part of the RC car is the frame which is the chassis plate. All other components are
connected to the chassis plate with pins or fasteners. The suspension and chassis portion of the
RC car is built in four main sections, the frame, front suspension, rear suspension, and front hub.
The front and rear suspension are assembled by connecting to the frame. The front hub is then
connected to the end of the suspension arm. This portion of the project consists of nine main
parts and four sub-assemblies. Four of the parts will be manufactured at US Scale and CWU
machine shop. Also, the connecting pins will be manufactured because of custom sizing. The
other five main parts and fasteners will be bought from distributers. The sequence of
construction is the frame, front suspension, front hub, rear suspension, and then drivetrain. Each
sub assembly is made up of multiple parts as seen in appendix B, figure B.1.
ii. Drawing Tree, Drawing ID’s
The drawing tree located in appendix B Figure B.1, shows the process of how the car is
assembled. The tree also shows which parts are used in each sub assembly which make up the
whole car’s assembly. The part number is listed on each part, the part number can also be found
in the parts list in appendix C. Any part number starting with 20 indicates it is a manufactured
part. Any part number starting with 55 indicates it is a bought part. Fasteners and pins were not
included on the drawing tree but must be used when assembled.

iii. Parts
The full parts list can be seen in appendix C. Each individual part has its own part number. The
first two numbers of the part number determine if it was manufactured, bought, or a fastener. 20
represents manufactured, 55 represents a bought part, and 50 represents a fastener. The
connecting pins would be considered a fastener but because they are manufactured, they start
with 20. All manufactured parts will be cut using a waterjet besides the connecting pins. Then
machining in the form of drilling will conducted on each of the parts that was cut using a
waterjet. The third process to those parts would be tapping threads in to select holes that were
drilled. The connecting pins will be cut to a specific length and then grooves will be cut by using
the method of turning. At this time, no purchased items need to be modified.
iv. Manufacturing Issues
Each manufactured part will be manufactured at US Scale and CWU’s machine shop with most
of the manufacturing occurring at US Scale. There are not any issues with machine availability at
US Scale because Colton Hague can access the shop at any time. The biggest manufacturing
concern is making sure that the holes will line up correctly on each part. For example, the holes
in the suspension mounts need to line up with the holes in the chassis to mount correctly. A jig or
adhesive will be used to ensure correct alignment. The cutting of the parts with the laser cutter
will be a learning process for Colton Hague because he has never been trained how to use one.
The tabs where the rear trailing arms mount will be difficult to keep in tolerance because after
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drilling through the first side of the tab the drill bit will want to skip/chatter when starting the
next hole. Laying out the holes to drill proved to be a difficult task due to the limited resources.
A height gauge was purchased to overcome this problem. The grooves that needed to be cut into
the connecting pins using a lathe was not possible with the lathe that was available. An alternate
method of cutting the grooves using a Dremel and a hand drill was used. The tolerance was
checked by determining if the clips stayed connected.
v. Discussion of Assembly
The car will be assembled using fasteners and custom pins. The front suspension sub-assembly
will be assembled and then bolted to the frame. The front hub sub-assembly can be assembled
before or after the front suspension is mounted. The rear suspension can then be assembled and
bolted to the car. The process of the assemblies can be seen in appendix B, figure B.1. Once the
car is fully assembled each part can easily be taken off by taking out the bolts needed to remove
the part. This allows easy replacement to incase a part becomes damaged. The front suspension
arms are designed to be adjustable; the adjustments are made by mounting the shock to a
different mounting hole on the suspension arm. This adjustment is easy to make so adjustments
can be made quickly depending on the terrain the car needs to be driven on or personal
preference depending on handling. Also, the camber of the vehicle can be adjusted to be zero,
positive, or negative camber. The adjustment is made with the set of turnbuckles that mount to
the caster block and front shock tower. The RC car will be like the Losi Super Baja, the rear
suspension is the same design just smaller in size. The RC Car is better suited for high speeds on
rough terrain.
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4. TESTING
The RC Baja suspension and chassis were tested to ensure that the requirements are met. The
weight of the car, chassis, and suspension arms will each be measured. The main testing of the
suspension and chassis was evaluated by the vertical drop test and front impact test. The testing
of the car shows if parts will perform the way they were intended and designed. After testing, the
car may be optimized based off the testing results.

a. Introduction
The suspension and chassis were tested through a front impact test and a vertical drop test. These
tests ensure the car does not fail when competing in the ASME competition. The weight of the
chassis plate, suspension arms, and car will be measured to verify they meet requirements.

b. Method/Approach
To measure the weight of the chassis plate, suspension arms, and the whole car, a scale will be
used. This will also provide useful information for the other tests.
The vertical drop test was performed by dropping the car from a controlled height several times.
It was videotaped in slow motion to determine how much the car moves from its static height.
This determines how much shock travel is used. The use of energy and kinematic equations were
used to determine the force and velocity of the car. After each drop test, an inspection was done
to the car to make sure all components are still functioning properly.
The front impact test could have been approached multiple ways. Initially it was decided to drop
a weight on the front end of the car while it was standing up. After more consideration it was
decided that the front impact test should be performed by running the car into a wall at 10 mph.
This was a better approach because it meets the requirement.

c. Test Procedure

A precise and accurate scale was needed to perform the testing. A controlled ideal environment
was needed to measure the weight of the components and car. A thermo hydrometer was needed
to measure temperature and humidity. Temperature and humidity slightly affect scales.
To perform the drop test, a tape measure, phone, and a thermo hydrometer were needed. The car
was dropped from a specific height and the results were recorded. The temperature will affect the
performance of the shocks because of the shock oil. The test was performed in a controlled ideal
environment. The data was documented.
To perform the front impact test, a variety of items were needed and can be seen in Appendix
G2. The test was performed by running the car into a brick at 10 mph. The visual inspection and
functionality test either passed or failed.
Safety glasses were worn during the drop test and front impact test.

d. Deliverables
A form was created for each test individually to record the data. Each form had different types of
data that was being collected. The data was used to create charts in excel to provide analysis.
Videos and photos provide evidence that the test has been completed and if the car meets the
requirement without failing.
For the drop test, the raw data table can be seen in Appendix G-3, Table G.3.1. The raw data
table includes all the data that needs to be taken when performing the drop test to complete the
analysis of the data. The data that needed to be recorded was, height of drop, mass, distance
between chassis and ground uncompressed, distance between chassis and ground compressed,
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visual inspection, functionality test, and minimum height of chassis plate during the drop test.
This data needed to be collected to prove the RC car would pass the requirements but also to
complete the analysis of impact force, velocity, change in height of the chassis plate, and the
percentage of suspension used. The calculated values for the drop test can be seen in Appendix
G-4, Table G.4.1. The calculated results provided a way to see how the suspension was
performing during the drop test. The lower the impact force meant the suspension was absorbing
more of the impact, therefore, the percentage of suspension used would increase. The predicted
results were that the RC car would pass the visual inspection, functionality test, and have a
minimum height of .0261 m for the chassis plate. The minimum height of the chassis plate was
determined through prior analyses using the spring constant. For the calculated values it was
predicted that the impact force would be 230 N, have a velocity of 2.99 m/s, change in height of
the chassis plate of .05336 m, and use 80% of the suspension. This was also predicted based off
the spring constant because it was desired to use 80% of the suspension when determining the
spring constant. After testing the RC car, the RC car passed visual inspection, passed the
functionality test, and had an average minimum height of the chassis plate of .0189 m. From
testing, the average calculated results were, impact force of 191.7 N, velocity of 2.99 m/s,
change in height of chassis plate of .06046 m, and 90.33% of suspension used. Roughly 10%
more of the suspension is being used than what was originally calculated when determining the
spring constant. To overcome this, the preload may be adjusted, or new springs may have to be
put on the shocks of the RC car.
There were issues that arouse when performing the drop test for the first time. When the drop test
was originally done the correct springs were not on the shocks and it was forgotten by Colton
Hague that the springs were not yet installed. During the first drop test the chassis plate hit the
ground and it increased the impact force causing the front hub to pull through the bearings. Also,
the rear trailing arms mounting connection to the rear axle both snapped. After everything was
fixed and the correct springs were put on the test was performed again. A challenge that was
overcame was making sure the car was dropped evenly on all four wheels. The hand positioning
on the car greatly affected the way the car hit the ground. When the correct hand positioning was
found the wheels almost all hit at the same time. Another problem was trying to determine the
minimum height of the chassis plate. It was hard to read the yard stick during the slow-motion
video that was taken. The video had to be screenshotted and then enhanced to read it better.
The second test that was performed was the front impact test. The front impact test summary and
procedure can be seen in Appendix G2. After each trial of the test, a visual inspection and
functionality inspection was performed. This was necessary after each trial because it is a
requirement that the car can withstand a 10 mph. impact into a wall. The amount of time for each
trial was recorded along with the distance the trials were being performed from. This aloud the
ability to calculate each trials velocity. From the slow-motion video, the time it took the RC car
to stop after impact could be determined. With this data, the acceleration was determined.
Finally, the force was able to be determined using the acceleration and mass. The predicted
values were, pass functionality and visual test, 2.045 seconds from start to impact, velocity of
4.4704 m/s, .02 s to stop car, -223.52 m/s^2 of acceleration after impact, and have a force of
578.92 N. The raw data and results from the test can be seen in Appendix G2.
Running the car into a wall was originally part of the procedure but this could have caused
damage to the wall, so it was decided to use a brick. However, using a brick made the results less
accurate because in the slow-motion video the brick moves during impact. A change to the
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procedure would be to secure the brick by placing it in front of a wall. The front bumper on the
car broke on the 3rd trial. This does not affect the functionality of the car, so it still met the
requirement.

5. BUDGET
The RC Baja suspension and chassis estimated budget is $425.78. This includes all parts, labor,
taxes, shipping, and tools needed to complete the project. Labor charges are almost half of the
total budget expenditures. The cost of the parts that are being bought is $157.97. The
estimated budget is meeting the requirement of not exceeding $500.00. All manufactured parts
that can be cut using a laser cutter will be to minimize labor and material costs.

a. Parts
The chassis plate, part number 20-002 is the most expensive part of the suspension and chassis,
costing roughly $30.00. The plate is the largest part of the project, making it take up the most
amount of material. The material, 6061 T6 Aluminum will be purchased from Metal Depot for
$33.77 per square ft. The Chassis plate will only use part of the aluminum sheet and the rest will
be used for other parts.
The suspension arms, part number 20-001 are roughly $15.00 each. Two suspension arms will be
required for the RC Baja car. They will be built from the same sheet of 6061 T6 Aluminum.
The front shock tower, part number 20-003 and the rear shock tower, 20-004 are about $15.00
each. They will be made from a separate sheet of 6061 T6 Aluminum. There will be a lot of
scrap aluminum left after these parts are made.
The shock set of 4 individual shocks; part number 55-006 will be bought from Amazon for
$45.55. The exact shock model has not been decided yet, so the price is subjected to change.
The linkage pins, part number 20-004 are $1.00 each. The pins will be cut to size out of a larger
dowel pin and then grooves will be added so the retaining clips, part number 55-005 can be
clipped on. The retaining clips are $0.01 each and purchased from Amazon.
The turnbuckles, part number 55-001 will be bought from amazon for $4.50 each. Two
turnbuckles are needed for the RC Baja car. The type of turnbuckles has not yet been decided.
The trailing arms, part number 55-002 will be $6.75 each and two will be required for the
project. They will be purchased from Amazon. The type of trailing arms has not been decided
yet.
The caster blocks, part number 55-003 are $7.00 each and two will be required for the project.
The caster block will be bought from Amazon. The type of caster blocks has not yet been
decided.
The M3 screw set, part number 55-004 are $0.10 each. Twelve M3 screws will be needed for the
project. The package of screws will be purchased from Amazon. The screw set comes with
varies different lengths.
All prices are subject to change as project continues, these prices are only estimates, actual costs
will be determined as project moves forward.
As the project has continued, the cost of the total project has changed. The 6061 T6 aluminum
was donated by Jim from Specialty Metals. This lowered the initial estimate of the total cost by
$67.00. The parts are being manufactured at Us Scale and it was inferred that they would have
multiple size collets, however, they did not so a collet had to be purchased at the cost of $28.21.
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The controller was never added into Colton Hague’ or Tucker Odegaard’s budget initially. The
cost of the controller was split and ended up being $30 each. All fasteners and the dowel pin
materials were purchased by Us Scale and was donated to the project. The fasteners came in
quantities of 100 so there are enough fasteners for the whole project not just Colton Hague’s
portion as planned. A height gauge had to be purchased to do the layout for all the parts being
manufactured besides the dowel pin. A height gauge was not included in the initial budget and it
cost $225.97 with shipping and tax. The height gauge cost nearly half the full budget of the
suspension and chassis portion of the project. The height gauge is seen as an investment because
it can be used for more than just this project. So, only a quarter of the cost of the height gauge
will be included towards the overall cost of the project, making it cost $56.50 for the height
gauge. (Note: Height gauge could have been rented for $60 a week.)
All parts and pieces of the project were ordered on or before January 14th. All the items ordered
were received within a week besides the material for the dowel pins. The material for the dowel
pins was put on back order. This delayed the manufacturing of the dowel pins by roughly a
week. The dowel pin material was received on February 9th.
Please see Appendix C for Parts List and Cost and Appendix D for Budget.
The testing process of the RC car caused a slight increase in the cost. The increase of the cost
was due to a mistake that was made. The failure of installing the correct springs on the shocks
prior to the drop test caused the rear trailing arm mounts to break during the test. The cost to
reprint the mounts was about $3.15. To prevent future mistakes like this, the RC car was
examined by Colton and Tucker prior to each test and made sure all the correct parts were
installed on the car. Also, the driving pinion stripped out multiple times due to incorrect
alignment. The problem was recurring until a solution was found to brace the rear driveline. 4
pinions were bought in total, costing $4.25 each. The bracing on the driveline was installed prior
to installing the 4th pinion.

b. Outsourcing
The chassis plate, suspension arms, front shock tower, and rear shock tower will all be waterjet
cut out of the 6061 T6 aluminum plate. The waterjet cutting will take place at US Scale. This
task will be performed by Colton Hague so it will not cost anything. However, it would usually
cost about $20.00 an hour to have parts cut out. It should take about 1.5 hours to have parts
cut from start to finish.

c. Labor
To build all parts necessary it will take about 10 hours of labor. 1.5 of those hours will be used
while doing the water jet cutting. The rest will be used doing varies tasks like machining,
drilling, tapping holes, cutting, etc. The industry standard hourly wage is $20.00. All tasks of
building the parts for the suspension and chassis will be performed by Colton Hague.
The testing process was an additional 2 hours of labor that was not included in the budget. A
half hour of the labor was spent taking components off the car to fix the problems that
occurred during the drop tests first trial. Another half hour was spent adding the bracing to the
rear driveline to make it so the pinion wouldn’t strip out. The other hour of labor was spent
adjusting components such as the shocks, motor mount, and rear axle. The adjustments were
necessary as things were learned through out the testing process.
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d. Estimated Total Project Cost
The total cost of the project is estimated to be $425.78. This is only for the suspension and
chassis portion of the project. Most of the total cost comes from labor charges, the total cost of
labor is $200. Also, the two sheets of 6061 T6 Aluminum are $33.77 each and take up a lot of
the total cost. All equipment needed to build the parts is already owned or have free access
too. There are no shipping charges for anything bought for the project, shipping will either be
free because of Amazon or enough money was spent on the online store to make shipping free.
The actual cost for the suspension and chassis parts came to $243.54, this is below the
requirement that was made of being under $250. The Total cost for the suspension and chassis
portion of the project came out to $488.97, this also meets the requirement of being under
$500. The increase to the estimated budget was due various reasons. Additional labor hours
were needed during testing, an additional set of springs were purchased for the shocks, and
broken parts had to be replaced that were encountered during the testing process.

e. Funding Source
The funding of this project will be coming from Colton Hague and Tucker Odegaard. The funding
is split into two sections, the suspension and chassis and the drivetrain and steering. Colton
Hague will be funding the suspension and chassis. Tucker Odegaard will be funding the
drivetrain and steering.
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6. Schedule
a. Design
Appendix E, Figure E.1 contains the Gantt chart schedule with the estimated and actual times of
tasks. Tasks will be added as needed. Appendix E, figure E.2 contains the milestones that must
be completed by the end of fall quarter.
The Gannt chart is to be updated every time a task is completed. This to keep a record of the
estimated time and actual time of each task. Also, it gives a total amount of time for each
subcategory of the project.
The milestones are to be frequently looked at to make sure the project is on schedule in terms of
the milestones.
To keep the Schedule on time, it is essential to communicate with team member(s) (Tucker O.).
Communicate analysis, design, dimensions, etc. to avoid complications of parts not working
together. As well as frequently check to make sure all milestones are being met on time and
performing all necessary updates to Gannt chart.

b. Construction
The construction phase of the project had a process order of laser cut parts, hole layout, drill
holes, manufacture pins, assemble sub-assemblies, assemble car. Laser cutting the parts went
according to schedule, the parts were cut out week one of winter quarter. The hole layout process
had minor setbacks. The height gauge that was bought did not work correctly, because of this the
initial hole layout was incorrect. A new height gauge had to be sent from the manufacture and
the hole layout process had to be repeated. The drilling of the holes took an extra four hours total
due to not having the correct equipment initially. The four hours was spent driving to Seattle to
get a collet that would fit the drill bits being used.
As discussed in the previous section, the Gannt chart schedule can be seen in Appendix E, Figure
E.3 for construction. The milestones that must be completed by the end of winter quarter can be
seen in Appendix E, figure E.4. Additionally, a personalized schedule can be seen in Appendix
E, figure E.5. The personalized schedule is an accelerated schedule that is being followed by
Colton Hague and Tucker Odegaard to allow time for any complications that might arise during
the functionality of the car when it is fully assembled.
To keep the personalized schedule on time the hole layout and drilling had to both be done in
weeks 3-5. The main goal of the personal schedule is to have an assembled car by week 7. This
allows the other process of the schedule to be performed during the same weeks if needed.

c. Testing

The testing phase of the project primarily focused on completing three tests. The 3 test were
completed in the order of, drop test, front impact test, and then leveling test. Testing procedures
were completed prior to the testing dates and testing reports were completed after the each test.
Each test had a time slot that allowed the test to be completed in 2 hours or less. Test 1 was
scheduled to be completed in weeks 2-3, test 2 was to be completed in weeks 4-5, and test 3 was
to be completed in week 6. The Gantt chart and Milestones for testing can be seen in Appendix
E, Figure E.6 and Figure E.7.
The drop test had to be completed twice due to the incorrect springs being installed on the
shocks. The incorrect springs being installed caused multiple part failures, so new parts had to be
3D printed. This took roughly 4 days to get the parts and install them onto the car. The drop test
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was completed 4 days behind schedule due to this. However, 4 days behind schedule did not
cause other scheduling problems as there was time allotted for issues.
The front impact test was completed slightly behind schedule due to outside factors. It was
suppose to be completed during week 4 but it ended up being completed in week 5. The test was
still completed in the timeframe that was allowable.
The leveling test was completed in week 6. It had to be arranged with Meridian Scale to borrow
test weights in order to complete the test. Meridian Scale allowed Colton Hague to borrow the
test weights for 1 day and the test had to be completed that day. It was arranged with Meridian
Scale to borrow the test weights on May 8th, 2021. Setting up a day to borrow the weights was
the only scheduling issue with the leveling test.
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7. Project Management
a. Human Resources
Colton Hague is the principal engineer for the suspension and chassis portion of the project
while Tucker Odegaard is the principal engineer for the drivetrain and steering portion of the
project. Other resources include Professor Charles Pringle, Professor John Choi, and
Professional Engineer Todd Thompson.

b. Physical Resources
Physical resources will include Drill Press, Engine Lathes, laser jet, saws, and Taps all located at
US Scale. There is unlimited access to the equipment at US scale. Also, Hogue Technology
Building will be needed for the Mill and 3D printer. Access to the equipment at Hogue
Technology Building is still be determined at the moment. If this becomes a problem the parts
that are supposed to be 3D printed will be built from aluminum and the parts that need milled
will be outsourced.

c. Soft Resources
Soft resources include SolidWorks, the project report outline and google chrome. SolidWorks
has the potential to crash, so saving the file frequently is best practice to make sure designs are
not lost. If a design is lost, it can be recreated as the dimensions are documented.

d. Financial Resources
The project is funded by Colton Hague and Tucker Odegaard. It has been decided that each
person will pay for half of the total amount of the project. If the project goes over budget each
person will have to pay more.
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8. DISCUSSION
a. Design
The first aspect of designing the RC car was gathering information about RC cars to pick a
benchmark car. After gathering information, the Losi Super Baja was decided to be the
benchmark RC car. The four-link parallel suspension system is the major design aspect of the
Losi Super Baja that was integrated into this project. A rough sketch of the design created the
opportunity for analysis to begin. The RC car had to meet specific requirements, so the analysis
gave it the necessary design parameters. The design parameters made it so the parts could then
be designed in SolidWorks. Components had to be adjusted or tweaked frequently to fit the
needs of the other components. This had to be done without sacrificing the parts requirements.
The suspension arm was initially designed without knowing the design parameters of the shock
tower. This created an issue once the shock tower was designed because the fitment of the shock
was not right. The suspension arm was then adjusted for the angle of the shock. After the
adjustment, the suspension arm seemed bulky and did not look appealing. So, it was decided to
redesign the suspension arm while meeting all the requirements and needs of other components.
However, the steering system was not a priority when redesigning the suspension arm and this
led to farther adjustment of the suspension arm once the steering system was introduced. All the
other components only needed small adjustments throughout the course of the design. Initially,
the amount of suspension travel was thought to be two to three inches because that is what the
benchmark car has. The design of this RC Car is much smaller than the benchmark car, so it only
allowed for about one inch of shock travel without sacrificing stability and control.
There have been many things that have gone well throughout the design process of the RC car.
One of the biggest things is the RC car design process has stayed on schedule. Staying on
schedule made it so component design was not rushed. The type of material and thickness for the
chassis, suspension arm, front shock tower, and rear shock mount was able to stay consistent.
This kept the expenses down by allowing the extra material to be used. Also, the design and
functionality of the car was able to stay the same while inquiring uniqueness and optimization.
The estimated weight from SolidWorks for the suspension and chassis is below the requirement
substantially. The estimated weight is 1.33 lbs. and the requirement it needed to meet was a max
of 5 lbs.
There have also been some things that posed problems or could have gone better. There has been
some miscommunication between Colton H. and Tucker O. Specifically about how some parts
will mount and the dimensions of the parts. This led to some confusion and extra time being
spent on already designed parts. Also, the parts that are being purchased often did not have some
key dimensions that are needed for the other components. This made it especially difficult to
design the rear shock mount because the length to the rear trailing arms shock mounting was
unknown. The bought components were difficult to put into the assembly drawing of the car as
well. Very few components were found online with a SolidWorks file so, “Dummy parts” had to
be designed to put in the place of the actual parts.

b. Construction

The first step of the construction phase was to cut out the suspension arms, chassis plate, front
shock tower, and the rear shock mounts. Originally, these parts were intended to be cut using a
water jet machine that was available. After discussing the particular machine with an industry
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professional, Jim from Specialty Metals, it was decided that a laser cutter should be used for
several reasons. The water jet machine had been sitting for a long time and was not in the best
condition unfortunately, so there was a concern that the parts would not be cut correctly. Jim
offered the solution of cutting the parts out with Specialty Metals laser cutting machine free of
charge.
After the parts were cut out with the laser cutting machine, some design issues were noticed. In
the SolidWorks assembly drawings, the suspension arm and the chassis plate fit together without
any issues. However, with the actual parts there was not enough clearance between the
suspension arm and the chassis plate tab. The suspension arm is connected to the chassis plate
with a pin that goes through each side of the suspension arm and the tab on the chassis plate.
There must be enough clearance so the suspension arm can rotate freely, or it will cause friction
on the movement of the suspension. A simple solution to this was to file down each side of the
chassis plate tabs .25 mm. This provided enough clearance for the suspension arm to rotate
freely, and it did not sacrifice the integrity of the design.
As discussed in the previous discussion section, design, “dummy parts” had to be put into place
for some parts of the assembly. When designing the chassis plate the only dimensions known for
the rear trailing arms were the eye-to-eye length and the mounting hole size. This made it so an
estimate had to be made of the actual length of the rear trailing arms. Each of the rear trailing
arms connect to the chassis plate with two tabs that stick out and then a pin goes through one
side, then the trailing arm, and out the other tab. The result of the tabs being designed without the
full dimensions of the trailing arms was the trailing arms could not be inserted far enough
between the tabs to be connected. A revision was made to drawing 20-002 to make the cut out
between the tabs go 2.5 mm deeper in the direction of the front of the chassis plate. A solution to
this problem was to cut out a new chassis plate but that would require more time and more
material. So, an alternate solution that was used was to cut the slot out 2.5 mm deeper using a
Dremel with a cut off wheel.
The turnbuckle mount that was 3D printed was unable to be mounted to the chassis plate because
the mounting holes were directly above the suspension arm and chassis plate connecting pins. A
slight change of the mounting hole location had to be done to the turnbuckle mount and it was
3D printed again. There was a substantial amount of extra material that was left on the
turnbuckle mount after it was 3D printed so it had to be cut off using a knife.
The holes that are drilled into the chassis plate that provide a mounting point for components of
the vehicle had to be accurate. With the limited access to Hogue machine shop, a height gauge
was purchased to do the layout. The height gauge that was purchased was inconsistent with its
measurements by up to 3 mm. This caused a delay in the drilling process because the
manufacturing company of the height gauge had to be contacted and a new height gauge had to
be sent to Colton Hague’s residence. The height gauge is the main measuring tool used when
doing layout on the chassis plate, suspension arms, front shock tower, and rear shock mounts.
The assembly of the RC car was done at the pace of the parts being manufactured. The parts
were frequently mounted to ensure that they fit correctly. After the assembly of the rear
suspension, it was decided that new rear trailing arms had to be purchased for multiple reasons.
The rear trailing arms that were originally purchased ended up having a lot of play in the joint
rod ends. This would have caused the rear end to twist easily. Also, it was preferred that the rear
trailing arm shock mounting holes were farther way from the chassis plate. As already previously
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discussed, the dimensions of the original rear trailing arms were unknown besides the eye-to-eye
length. New rear trailing arms were purchased, and the original ones were returned for a full
refund.
After Full assembly of the RC car, the RC car was weighed, and it came out to 5.70 lb.

c. Testing
The first test that was performed during the testing portion of the project was the drop test. The
drop test report can be seen in Appendix G1. Initially when the drop test was performed, the RC
car had the incorrect springs on the shocks. This resulted in the RC car bottoming out very hard
and breaking minor parts. After the car was fixed and the correct springs were put onto the
shocks, the test was performed again. A few minor changes had to be made to the original testing
procedure for the drop test. The car was not dropping evenly onto all four wheels at first. It took
multiple trial tests to determine how to hold the car to make it drop evenly. Changes were made
to the procedure to say that it must drop evenly on all four wheels and that trial tests might have
to be performed to determine how to hold the car. Also, if the test were repeated, it would be
added to the test procedure to time the test from the drop to impact. Doing this would make the
results more accurate because the actual velocity would be known. When analyzing the data, the
velocity was calculated using kinematics, this made it a constant even though it most likely was
not a constant.
The results of the drop test were just pretty much as expected. It was predicted that only 80% of
the suspension would be used during the impact. This was predicted from the weight of the car
and the spring constant. The actual amount of average suspension used during the test was
90.33%. This is more suspension used than what was desired. To fix this problem, the
compression dampening can be increased on the individual shocks. This overall adjusts the
stiffness of the car, resulting in less suspension being used. However, it will increase the impact
force so it will cause more stress on the car. This test fulfilled the requirement of being able to
withstand a drop from 1.5 ft. Also, it was a requirement that the suspension has 1 inch or more of
travel. The average change in the height of the chassis plate was 2.38 in. This demonstrates that
the requirement has been fulfilled.
The second test that was performed was the front impact test. The front impact test report can be
seen in Appendix G2. The front impact test tested the requirement of being able to withstand a
10 mph impact into a wall. The success of the requirement was determined off of a visual
inspection and functionality test based on a pass or fail grade. To know the velocity of the car,
the distance from impact stayed constant and the time it took the car was recorded each trial. The
velocity was never exactly 10 mph but the test allows for the velocity to be within 1 mph of 10
mph. The acceleration of the car slowing down during impact was reported by using the slowmotion video to determine the time it took the car to stop after impact and velocity it was
traveling at. Using the acceleration of the car slowing down and the mass, the force was able to
be determined. The RC car passed the visual and functionality test on each trial and had an
average force of 500 N from the impact.
Throughout the testing of the front impact test some issues arouse. It was a concern that running
the RC car into a wall could potentially damage the wall. A brick was used instead of a wall but
after analyzing the slow-motion video it was noticed that the brick was moving during impact.
This caused the time to slow the car down to be longer which affects the acceleration and force.
Also, making sure the car was within 1 mph of 10 mph was difficult because there was
inconsistency in the throttle response on the controller. However, this was overcame by doing
multiple trial runs before running it into a brick. The front bumper broke in the 3rd trial of the
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test. This did not affect the functionality or visual inspection of the car because the bumper is a
safety precaution for the rest of the car.
The leveling test was testing the requirement of being able to put a 120 N force directly on the
chassis plate. The test report can be seen in Appendix G3. The RC car and the chassis plate was
able to withstand the 120 N force in all 3 of the testing locations, front, middle, and rear of the
chassis plate. The height of the chassis plate was reported at each location when the 120 N force
was applied. The testing issues during this test were not having much room on the chassis plate
to put the weight to cause the force. Smaller weights were used and then stacked so they could fit
on the chassis plate in the correct locations.
Throughout the whole testing process, ASME CWU competition, and just driving the car for fun
there have been a couple problems that kept accruing. The driving pinion gear was stripping out
faster than it should. It was determined that the cause of this was the rear driveline was forcing
the driven pinion down and making it come out of alignment during use. Colton Hague and
Tucker Odegaard came up with a solution together of making a support mount for the rear
driveline just before the driveline connects to the driven pinion. This has solved the problem of
the pinion being stripped out. Also, the rear axle had a lot of play causing the car to not be able
to drive straight. A solution to this would be to reprint the rear axle casing with additional
mounting points and run a flex bar from the rear shock towers to the new mounting points.
However, a quick and easy solution was used to test this theory by zip tying the rear axle to the
rear shock mounts to give it similar stability. Zip tying it has given it the stability it needed to
drive the car straight.
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9. CONCLUSION
A design of the suspension and chassis was needed for the RC Baja car to enhance the
performance of the suspension while the chassis still supported all the other components. The
design is unique but still resembles features from the benchmark car. The projects
requirements have been shown they can be met through documentation of the design and
analysis. All components have been budgeted and sourced according to schedule. From the
information provided in this document, the RC car was ready to start the
construction/manufacturing phase.
As the construction and manufacture phase began, the parts were manufactured in phases.
Initially, the suspension arms, chassis plate, front shock tower, and rear shock mounts were cut
out. Then the drilling phase started on each of the parts, this required precise layout to drill the
holes. The manufacturing of the connecting pins was completed during the down time of the
drilling phase. Also, the turnbuckle mount was 3D printed during the end of the drilling phase.
All the fasteners were ordered at one time for convenience. Once all the parts were
manufactured, the assembly of the RC car began. It started with assembling the sub-assemblies
to the chassis plate. When all the sub-assemblies were mounted, the RC car was ready to be
driven. After test driving the car, some adjustments had to be made to the turnbuckles and
steering arms. Overall, the design and construction/manufacturing phases of the car were a
success because they produced a working device. The weight of the full car is 5.70 lb.
The testing process was ultimately successful, a lot was learned about the car. With the drop
test, it was predicted that 80% of the suspension would be used. After the evaluation of the
test, it was determined that 90.3% of the suspension was used. It was desired that only 80% of
the suspension was used because of rough terrain when being driven, using to much
suspension would sacrifice stability. The compression dampening was increased after the test,
this decreased the amount of suspension that would be used. The requirement was met
successfully by being able to withstand a 1.5 ft drop when landing on its wheels. This test also
showed that the car met the requirement of having more than 1 inch or more of travel.
The front impact test showed that the car could withstand a 10 mph impact into a brick. It was
predicted that the force was 578 N, however the average force was 500 N. The average force
was lower due to a slightly lower velocity than 10 mph. The average velocity through out the
test ended up being 9.7 mph.
The testing process showed that the RC car met various requirements through testing. A lot of
adjustments were made to the car through out the testing process because as the testing
proceeded, things were learned about the suspension and chassis. Overall, the testing helped
improve the performance of the RC car while showing it met the requirements.
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APPENDIX A - Analysis
Appendix A-1 – Drop Test

Figure A.1: RC Baja car Impact force requirement.
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Drop Test Continued

Figure A.2: RC Baja car energy absorption requirements
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Appendix A-2 – Front Impact Test

Figure A.3: Force of front impact test.
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Front Impact Test Continued

Figure A.4: Stress caused by front impact test.
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Appendix A-3 – Minimum Allowable Diameter of Pins

Figure A.5: Minimum diameter of hinge pins using a factor of safety of 2.
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Appendix A-4 – Minimum screw Diameter

Figure A.6: Minimum allowable screw diameter using a factor of safety of 2.
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Appendix A-5 – Chassis Plate Thickness

Figure A.7: Analysis of minimum allowable chassis plate thickness.
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Appendix A-6 – Critical Buckling Load on Chassis

Figure A.8: Analysis of the critical buckling load of the chassis.
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Appendix A-7 – Shock Angle and Distance from Tower

Figure A.9: Analysis of shock angle and distance created when shock is completely compressed.
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Appendix A-8 – K Factor of Shock Spring

Figure A.10: Analysis of spring K factor using 85% of travel when being dropped from 3 ft.
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Appendix A-9 – Shock Tower Suspension Bolt Location

Figure A.11: Analysis of suspension bolt location on shock tower.
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Appendix A-10 – Stress in Mounting Bolts on Shock Tower

Figure A.12: Analysis of bolt stress when a 100 N force is applied to shock tower.
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Appendix A-10 – Continued

Figure A.13: Analysis of bolt stress when a 100 N force is applied and determining if bolt will
strip using the required torque to keep the mount sturdy.
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Appendix A-11 – Minimum Turnbuckle Diameter

Figure A.14: Minimum turnbuckle diameter from a compression force of 100 N.
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Appendix A-12 – Hypothetical Rear Shock Mounting Height

Figure A.15: Found the mounting hole location based off the estimate of the rear trailing arm
suspension mounts being 45.72 mm from chassis.
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APPENDIX B – Drawings
Appendix B – Drawing Tree

Figure B.1: Representation of how the car is assembled.
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Appendix B – Suspension and Chassis Assembly

Figure B.2: Assembly of the suspension and chassis with labeled sub-assemblies.
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Appendix B – Front Suspension Assembly

Figure B.3: Front suspension assembly with bill of materials.
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Appendix B – Rear Suspension Assembly

Figure B.4: Rear suspension assembly with bill of materials.
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Appendix B – Front Hub Assembly

Figure B.5: Front hub assembly with bill of materials.
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Appendix B – Front Suspension Arm

Figure B.6: External dimensions of front suspension arm.
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Front Suspension Arm Sheet 2

Figure B.7: Internal dimensions of front suspension arm.
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Appendix B – Chassis Plate

Figure B.8: Dimension of chassis plate. Mounting holes for components will be added as
needed.
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Appendix B – Pin

Figure B.9: Dimensions of connecting pins. The pins will vary in size depending on fitment
location of pin.
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Appendix B – Front Shock Tower

Figure B.10: Dimensions of the front shock tower.
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Appendix B – Rear Shock Mount

Figure B.11: Dimensions of rear shock mount.
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Appendix B – Turnbuckle Mount

Figure B.12: Dimensions of turnbuckle mount.
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Appendix B – RC Baja Model

Figure B.13: Model of the RC Baja car.
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Appendix B – Rear Axle Sub-Assembly (Tucker Odegaards
assembly)

Figure B.14: Rear axle sub assembly drawing with bill of materials.
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Appendix B – Motor-Trans Sub-Assembly ( Tucker
Odegaards assembly)

Figure B.15: The motor and transmission sub-assembly with bill of materials.
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APPENDIX C – Parts List and Costs
Appendix C - Parts List

Part
Number
20-001
20-002
20-003

Qty Part Description

Source

Cost

Disposition

2
1
1

Machine Shop
Machine Shop
Machine Shop

$15.00
$30.00
$15.00

1/15/2021
1/15/2021
1/15/2021

20-006

1

3D Print

$6.57

2/28/2021

20-005

2

Machine Shop

$15.00

1/15/2021

20-004
55-001
55-002
55-003
50-004

4
2
2
2
12

Machine Shop
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
McMaster-Carr

$1.00
$4.50
$6.75
$7.00
$.10

2/1/2021
1/2/2021
1//18/2021
12/18/2020
2/2/2021

50-005

8

McMaster-Carr

$.01

2/2/2021

55-006
50-007
55-008
50-009

1
12
2
4

Amazon
McMaster-Carr
Amazon
Amazon

$42.55
$.031
$7.20
Comes with
Components
$157.97

12/18/2021
2/2/2021
12/18/2020
12/18/2020

Suspension Arm
Chassis Plate
Front Shock
Tower
Turnbuckle
mount
Rear Shock
Mount
Linkage Pins
Turn Buckles
Trailing Arms
Caster Blocks
M3x.5 16mm
bolts
1.5mm Retaining
Clip
Shock set of 4
M3 Nut
Steering Blocks
Front Hub
Fasteners

Total
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APPENDIX D – Budget
Appendix D - Project Budget

Item

Qty

Description

Cost

1
2

2
6

$33.44
$.61

3
4
5
6
7

1
1
1
10
1

8

1

12x12 in .19 in 6061 T6 plate
32 mm long 2mm Dia. Dowel
Pin
50 pc M3 bolt set
100 pc Retaining clips
Parts Bought
Labor
Tools needed for
manufacturing
Shipping

Cost with
Quantity
$66.88
$3.66

$8.75
$10.00
$99.55
$20.00 /hr
Already
owned/accessible
0

$8.75
$10.00
$99.55
$200.00
0

Sub Total
Tax
Total

$388.84
$36.94
$425.78

0
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APPENDIX E – Schedule
Fall Quarter:
Gannt Chart

Figure E.1: Fall quarter proposed schedule.
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Milestones

Figure E.2: Fall quarter milestones.
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Winter Quarter:
Gannt Chart

Figure E.3: Winter Gannt chart.
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Milestones

Figure E.4: Winter quarter milestones.
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Personal Schedule

Figure E.5: Personal schedule being followed for winter quarter.
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Spring Quarter
Gantt Chart

Figure E.6: Gantt chart for spring quarter.

Milestones

Figure E.7: Milestones for spring quarter and other quarters included.
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APPENDIX F – Expertise and Resources
Special resources from US Scale will be used because they have a waterjet machine. Todd
Thompson will offer as much help as he can with the use of the machine, but it is to his time
discretion. Other options in determining the use might have to be used depending on if Todd is
available or not. Also, the 3D printer located in the Hogue Technology building will be used if it
available.
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APPENDIX G – Testing Reports
Appendix G1-G3 contains the testing report, procedure, data forms, evaluation sheets, and Gantt
chart for each test that was performed. Appendix G1 is the Drop Test, Appendix G2 is the Front
Impact Test, and Appendix G3 is the Leveling Test. The Appendix is arranged in a way that
G1.1 is the procedure for the Drop Test and G2.1 is the procedure for the Front Impact Test.

APPENDIX G1 – Drop Test
Introduction
An RC Baja Car encounters jumps, drops, and overall rough terrain while be driven. Therefore, a
requirement was put in place that the RC Car can withstand a drop from a height of 1.5 feet.
Also, having 1 inch or more of suspension travel was required. The parameters of interest
include the minimum height of the chassis plate during drop, compressed height of chassis plate,
normal height of chassis plate, and weight of the RC Car. Gathering this data from the test
allowed further evaluation of the suspension system by calculating the impact force, velocity,
change in height of the chassis plate, and the percentage of suspension used. The requirement of
withstanding a drop of 1.5 feet was evaluated with a visual inspection and functionality test
performed after each trial. Prior to testing, it was predicted that the RC car would pass the visual
and functionality tests. Calculations predicted that the minimum height of the chassis plate would
be .0261 m, an impact force of 230 N, a velocity of 2.99 m/s, a change in height of the chassis
plate of .05336 m, and 80% of the suspension used. These were predicted by using the spring
constant, mass, and height of the drop. The data was collected by using a yard stick and slowmotion video to capture the height. The data was recorded on to the data sheet designed for this
test. The test was performed on April 13th and took approximately 1.5 hours to complete the test
from start to finish. The testing schedule can be seen in Appendix G1.5.

Method/Approach
To perform the test multiple resources were needed such as, a scale, 2 people, yard stick,
recording device, place to perform test, tape, computer, Microsoft Excel, and the data sheet. All
additional resources needed can be seen in the procedure section. Data was captured using the
yard stick and slow-motion video of the test. It was recorded to the data sheet and then inputted
to Microsoft Excel to be further analyzed. The limitations of the test include having a working
RC Car and having the resources needed to perform the test. There is human error presented in
the test when holding the RC Car at a height of 1.5 feet, it is difficult to maintain the exact
height. The yard sticks smallest measurements are in millimeters so actual measurements could
only be reported in .001 m. The data was recorded onto the data sheet that was designed for this
test. When the test was complete the data was inputted to Microsoft excel and analyzed using
engineering methods within Excel. The data is presented using 2 graphs, one for raw data and
one for calculated results.
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Testing Procedure
Summary
An RC Baja Car is intended to be driven over rough terrain overcoming obstacles such as jumps,
rocks, and corners. This procedure documents the process of simulating a jump from a maximum
height of 1.5 feet and obtaining necessary data to analyze the results. It is required that the car
must maintain its functionality from the drop test. The following outlines the test procedure and
information needed to perform the Vertical Drop Test.
Time: The test was performed on 4/13/2020 from 10 to 11:30 in Hogue building. 20 minutes of
collecting equipment and setting up was needed prior to testing. After the test, 10 minutes was
needed to breakdown set up and return equipment.
Place: Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Required equipment includes:
• Recording device
• Measuring device (tape measure or yard stick)
• Straight stick (ruler)
• Concrete or Hard ground (no carpet)
• Scale (having a graduation of .05 lbs. or less)
• Level
• Pencil
• Data sheet (Made for this Test)
• Computer
• Microsoft Excel file
• RC Baja Car
• 2 people
• Safety glasses
• Tape
Risk: This test has the potential of damaging the RC Baja Car permanently. To ensure safety,
avoid touching wires when handling the vehicle when the power is on. This reduces the risk of
being electrocuted by the RC Baja Car. If failure happens during testing, flying objects could be
present. Safety glasses must be worn during the testing process.
The test procedure is as follows:
1. Collect equipment outlined above.
2. Bring equipment to Hogue. (Testing can be performed at other locations)
3. Put equipment in an easily accessible safe place.
4. Set the scale up to the RC Car can be weighed.
a. Weigh the RC Car.
b. Record the data on the data sheet.
5. Set up the measuring device.
a. Place the measuring device vertically against a wall with one end touching the
ground.
b. Take the level and put it against the measuring device to make sure it is level,
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c. When the measuring device is level, use tape to tape it to the wall so it cannot
move or place tape and place it at the height of 1.5 ft plus the uncompressed
suspension height. (See step 7)
6. Put the RC Car 4 to 6 inches away from where the measuring device is.
a. The RC Car should be roughly centered with the yard stick.
b. The front and rear wheels should be parallel with the wall.
7. Measure the distance from the ground to the bottom of the chassis plate.
a. Record data on the data sheet.
8. Compress the suspension completely on the RC Car.
a. Record the height of the bottom of the chassis plate on data sheet.
9. Set up the recording device to be in slow motion.
a. The recording device should be placed close to the ground so it can see how much
the chassis plate moves when the RC Car hits the ground. (If using a phone and
holding it, this step can be done prior to dropping the RC Car.)
10. Add the height of the chassis plate uncompressed to 1.5 ft.
11. Person 1 is to lift the RC Car up with both hands by grabbing the sides of the chassis
plate.
12. Person 2 is to take the straight stick and make sure the bottom of the chassis plate is at a
height of 1.5 ft plus uncompressed chassis plate height by using the measuring device as
a guide.
a. Remove the straight stick when the RC Car is at correct height.
13. Person 2 is to start the camera.
a. Communicate that the camera has been started.
14. Person 1 is to drop the RC car once person 2 has communicated that the camera is rolling.
15. Person 2 is to stop the camera once the car is at rest.
16. Visually inspect the RC Car
a. Visually inspect for any cracks, loose bolts, noticeable wear, etc.
b. Report if the visual inspection passes or fails on the data sheet.
c. Report any notes if needed for the visual inspection on the data sheet. (Example:
Noticing some scratches on the chassis plate.)
17. Do a functionality test of the RC Car.
a. While stationary, turn the wheels left and right.
b. Drive the car forwards and backwards.
c. Drive the car in a figure eight.
d. Report if the functionality of the car passes or fails.
e. Report any notes if needed for the functionality test. (Example: Car makes a noise
when turning to the left put still operates correctly.)
18. Repeat steps 11-17 a minimum of three times.
19. Optional Step: Repeat steps 10-19 for another height below 1.5 ft to see how the data
compares.
20. Take down all equipment and make sure everything is cleaned up correctly.
21. In the place desired, review each drop test trial on recording device.
a. Report the minimum height of the chassis plate on the data sheet for each trial.
22. Open Microsoft Excel on computer.
23. Input the data to the given Microsoft excel file.
24. Analyze the data using engineering methods.
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a. Impact force
b. Velocity
c. Change in the height of the chassis plate.
Note: Test can be done in desired unit system. A trial test should be performed to make sure the
car drops evenly onto all four wheels. Adjusting where the hands are holding the car will affect
how it drops.
•

Discussion. (Did the testing progress? Did the testing present any challenges or issues?
Did the RC Car perform as expected? What changes could be made to the RC car to
enhance the performance of this test? What changes could be made to the test to improve
the overall simulation?)

The test ran smoothly and to plan. Initially the wrong springs were installed on the RC Car
causing the car to bottom out harshly. The correct springs were installed and the test was
performed again. After the data was analyzed, the compression dampening was increased to
stiffen the suspension because it was using about 10% more suspension than what was
intended from the drop test. The challenges of the test were making sure the car dropped on
all four wheel at the same time. This was overcome by holding the chassis plate in different
locations and dropping it until all four wheels hit at the same time. To improve this test,
sensors could be put on the RC car that would give it more accurate data. Also, measure the
time of the drop to accurately record the velocity because the velocity was a constant.

Deliverables
The testing data sheet and the calculation form were created prior to testing. The data sheet
included, mass, height of chassis plate uncompressed, height of chassis plate compressed, height
of drop, functionality test (P/F), and visual inspection (P/F). With this information the collected
during the test the data could be used in calculations form on excel. The calculations sheet uses
the data sheet results to determine the force of impact, velocity, change in chassis plate height,
and amount of suspension used. Over the three trials, the calculated results could then be
analyzed and adjustments would be made to the RC Car to improve the performance of the
suspension. The RC Car passed the visual and functionality test on all three trials. The average
amount of suspension used was 90.33%. This was about 10% more suspension used than what
was desired. The average change in chassis plate height was .06 m and the average force of
impact was 192 N.
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APPENDIX G1.1 – Procedure Checklist
Drop Test Checklist

Figure G1.1: A Checklist for the drop test is to be completed prior to testing.
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APPENDIX G1.2 – Data Forms
Drop Test Data Sheet

Table G1.2a: Data sheet for drop test.
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Drop Test Calculated Results Sheet

Table G1.2b: Calculated results sheet for drop test.
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APPENDIX G1.3 – Raw Data
Drop Test Raw Data

Table G1.3: Raw data collected during drop test.
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APPENDIX G1.4 – Evaluation Sheet
Drop Test Calculated Results

Table G1.4: The results of the drop test evaluation.
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APPENDIX G1.5 – Gant Chart
Gant Chart for Drop Test

Figure G1.5: Gantt chart including drop test information.
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APPENDIX G2 – Front Impact Test
Introduction
The front impact test is a simulation of the RC Car crashing during use. Accidents happen so it is
a requirement that the RC Car can withstand a 10 mph impact to a wall. The primary evaluation
of this test is if the RC Car passes or fails the visual inspection and the functionality test
performed after each trial. The parameters of interest include, distance to wall, time from start to
impact, and mass of the vehicle. With these parameters, the velocity, force of impact, time it took
the car to after impact, and the acceleration of the stop could be calculated. It was predicted that
the RC Car would pass the visual inspection and functionality test. The predicted time from start
to impact was 2.045 seconds. This allowed the car to be at 10 mph when 30 ft from the wall.
Calculations predicted that the force was 579 N, velocity was 4.47 m/s (10 mph), .2 seconds to
come to a stop after impact, and an acceleration of -224 m/s^s. The data was collected using
various tools such as a recording device, scale, tape measure, and a stopwatch. The data
measured was recorded onto the front impact test data sheet. The test was performed on April
27th and took approximately 1.5 hours from start to finish. The Gantt chart can be seen in
Appendix G2.5.

Method/Approach
The resources needed to perform this test include, 2 people, testing location, a wall, stopwatch,
recording device, tape measure, testing procedure, and the front impact test data sheet. Also, a
computer with Microsoft Excel is needed to complete the calculated values sheet. The data is
captured using the resources listed above and analyzing the slow motion video. The data is then
to be recorded on the data sheet. Further analysis is done using the Microsoft Excel sheet and the
inputted data. The testing procedure can be seen in Appendix G2.1 and it allows the test to be
performed consistently and accurately every time when followed. The testing procedure gives an
in depth outline of how to perform the simulation. The precision of the and accuracy of the test
are determined based off how the velocity. The measuring device reports in millimeters and the
stopwatch reported at .001 seconds. This allowed three significant figures when recording data
and performing calculations. As stated above, the data is recorded onto the data sheet. The data is
collected using the tools stated above and then analyzed using various engineering methods
within Microsoft excel. The data is presented in the form of a table, one for raw data and one for
calculated values.

Procedure
Summary
An RC Baja Car will come across many obstacles when being driven. Accidents happen when
driving over rough terrain. This procedure simulates an accident happening by running the RC
Car into a brick at a speed of 10 mph and obtaining the necessary data to analyze the results. It is
required that the car must maintain functionality from the front impact test. The following
outlines the test procedure and information needed to perform the front impact test.
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Time: The test was performed on 4/27/2021 from 4:00 to 5:30 at the residence of Colton Hague.
20 minutes of collecting equipment and setting up was needed prior to testing. After the test, 10
minutes was needed to clean the equipment up and return it.
Place: Colton Hague’s residence, Ellensburg, WA.
Required equipment includes:
• Recording device
• Tape measure
• Brick (wall is desired but potentially could cause damage)
• Stopwatch
• Pencil
• Data sheet (made for this test)
• Computer
• Microsoft Excel file
• RC Baja Car
• 2 people
• Safety Glasses
• An area to get the car up to speed (Sidewalk or road)
• Tape
• Scale
Risk: This test has the potential of damaging the RC Baja Car permanently. To ensure safety,
avoid touching wires when handling the vehicle when the power is on. This reduces the risk of
being electrocuted by the RC Baja Car. If failure happens during testing, flying objects could be
present. Safety glasses must be worn during the testing process.

The test procedure is as follows:
1. Collect equipment outlined above.
2. Weigh RC Car
a. Record mass on data sheet.
3. Bring equipment to testing location.
4. Measure out a distance that is predicted the car will reach 10 mph.
a. Mark with tape the start and end location
5. Turn the car on.
6. Place car at starting point.
7. Person 2 is to start stopwatch when car starts moving.
a. Person 2 is to stop the stopwatch when front end of car passes the end tape.
8. Calculate the velocity using the distance and time.
9. Repeat steps 3-7 until the velocity of the car is within 1 mph of 10 mph.
10. Record distance on data sheet.
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11. Place brick at location where car reached 10 mph.
12. Place car at starting point.
13. Set up recording device in slow motion.
a. Device should be set up to see the impact.
14. Start the recording device.
15. Person 2 is to start stopwatch when car starts moving.
a. End stopwatch at beginning of impact.
16. Report trial time in data sheet.
17. Perform a visual inspection of the car.
a. Visually inspect for any cracks, loose bolts, noticeable wear, etc.
b. Report if the visual inspection passes or fails on data sheet.
c. Report any notes if needed for the visual inspection on data sheet. (Example:
Scratches on the front bumper but does not appear to be broken.)
18. Perform a functionality test on the RC Car.
a. While stationary, turn the wheels left and right.
b. Drive the car forwards and backwards.
c. Drive the car in a figure eight.
d. Report if the functionality test passes or fails.
e. Report any notes if needed for the functionality test. (Example: Car makes a noise
when turning to the left put still operates correctly.)
19. Repeat steps 11-18 a minimum of three times.
20. Take down all equipment and make sure everything is cleaned up correctly.
a. Return equipment.
21. In place desired, review each trial of slow-motion video.
a. Report notes of what was observed in video on results sheet.
22. Open Microsoft Excel on computer.
23. Input the data recorded to the given Microsoft Excel file.
24. Analyze the data using engineering methods.
a. Force of impact.
b. Velocity.
25. Write a testing report.
Note: Test can be done in desired unit system. 10 mph = 4.4704 m/s
•

Discussion. (Did the testing progress? Did the testing present any challenges or issues?
Did the RC Car perform as expected? What changes could be made to the test to improve
the overall simulation?)

The RC car performed as expected throughout the test. There was difficulty driving the car in a
straight line accurately. Also, a brick was used instead of a wall to prevent damage to the wall.
However, after review of the slow-motion video, it was noticed that the brick would slightly
move during impact. After various test trials the velocity of the RC Car was within 1 mph of 10
mph. To improve the test the brick should be supported by placing the brick in front of the wall.
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Deliverables
The front impact test is primarily focusing on the requirement of being able to withstand a 10
mph impact to a wall, this was accessed on a pass or fail scale determined by the functionality
test and the visual inspection. The parameters of interest included the mass, distance to wall, and
time to impact. These parameters could be put into various equations to find the force, velocity,
acceleration, and time to stop after impact. Finding these values allows for further examination
of the RC Car. With the examination, adjustments can be made to the chassis, suspension, or
other aspects of the car. The average time from start to impact was 2.11 seconds. The average
force was 500 N, average velocity was 4.33 m/s, average time to car to come to a stop after
impact was .023 seconds, and the average acceleration was -193 m/s^s.

APPENDIX G2.1 – Procedure Checklist
Front Impact Test Procedure Checklist

Figure G2.1: Checklist to be completed prior to testing.
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APPENDIX G2.2 – Data Forms
Blank Raw Data Sheet

Figure G2.2a: Blank data sheet used to record data during the test.

Blank Calculated Values Sheet

Figure G2.2b: Blank calculation sheet used for the evaluation of raw data.
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APPENDIX G2.3 – Raw Data
Raw Data From Front Impact Test

Figure G2.3: The data that was recorded during the test.

APPENDIX G2.4 – Evaluation Sheet
Completed Calculations Sheet From Impact Test

Figure G2.4: The calculated value from the front impact test.
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APPENDIX G2.5 – Gantt Chart
Gantt Chart for Front Impact Test

Figure G2.5: Gantt Chart including front impact test information.
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APPENDIX G3 – Leveling Test
Introduction
The leveling test is a test that helps determine the balance of the suspension system. It is a
requirement that the chassis plate can withstand a 120 N force applied directly to it. The
requirement was graded on a pass or fail scale based off a visual inspection and a functionality
test. The parameters of interest included the height of chassis plate at testing locations, change in
height of chassis plate, and percentage of suspension used. It was predicted that it would pass the
functionality test and visual inspections. Also, it was predicted that the height of chassis plate
when the force is applied at the front is 1.25 inches, when in the middle it was 1.5 inches, and
when on the rear it was 1.25 inches. With these predictions, the change in height of the chassis
plate and amount of suspension used were able to be predicted. The front had 1.8 inch change in
height of the chassis plate, the middle had 1.5 inches, and the rear had 1.8. Making the amount of
suspension used when the force was applied to the front of 71%, the middle, 61% and the rear
71%. The data will be collected by a tape measure to measure the height. The data will be
recorded onto the data sheet designed for this test.

Method/Approach
To complete this test, various resources were needed such as, a tape measure, 13 kg in weights, a
place to do the test, hard surface, the testing raw data sheet, and Microsoft Excel. The data was
recorded onto the data sheet and then inputted to Excel to do further analysis of the data. The test
procedure outlines the steps that need to be followed in order to complete the test. When
following the test procedure the test can be performed multiple times and maintain consistency.
The force applied to the chassis plate may have to be limited depending on the RC Car. If the RC
Car is not intended to withstand a 120 N force applied to the chassis plate the change the applied
force to a smaller one. A height gauge was used instead of a tape measure to provide more
precision during the test. The height gauge measures by .01 inches. As stated above, the data was
stored and manipulated using Microsoft Excel and the data sheet. Various engineering equations
were inputted to the Excel sheet to allow for the manipulation of the data. The data is presented
in the forms of tables.

Testing Procedure
Summary
An RC Baja Car will come across many obstacles when being driven. Objects may hit the
chassis plate during this process. This procedure tests the shocks and the chassis plate by
applying 13 kgs to the chassis plate. It is required that the chassis plate can withstand a 120 N
force applied directly to the chassis plate. The following outlines the test procedure and
information needed to perform the Leveling Test.
Time: The test was performed on 5/8/2021 from 10:00 to 11:00 at the residence of Colton
Hague. 10 minutes of collecting equipment and setting up was needed prior to testing. After the
test, 10 minutes was needed to clean the equipment up and return it.
Place: Colton Hague’s residence, Ellensburg, WA.
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Required equipment includes:
• Tape measure
• Pencil
• Data sheet (made for this test)
• Computer
• Microsoft Excel file
• RC Baja Car
• Safety Glasses
• Level hard ground
• 13 kg weight (Can be multiple smaller weights)
Risk: This test has the potential of damaging the RC Baja Car permanently. To ensure safety,
avoid touching wires when handling the vehicle when the power is on. This reduces the risk of
being electrocuted by the RC Baja Car. If failure happens during testing, flying objects could be
present. Safety glasses must be worn during the testing process.
Test Procedure is as follows:
1. Collect equipment outlined above.
2. Set RC Car on level hard surface.
3. Turn RC Car on.
4. Measure the distance from the ground to bottom of chassis plate in the front of car.
a. Record measurement on data sheet.
5. Measure the distance from the ground to bottom of chassis plate in the middle of car.
a. Record measurement on data sheet.
6. Measure the distance from the ground to bottom of chassis plate in the rear of car.
a. Record measurement on data sheet.
7. Place the 13 kgs on the front end of the car, directly on the chassis plate.
a. Try to place as close to front as possible.
8. Measure the distance from the ground and chassis plate at front of car.
a. Record data on data sheet.
9. Remove weight off the car.
10. Perform a visual inspection of the car.
a. Visually inspect for any cracks, loose bolts, noticeable wear, etc.
b. Report if the visual inspection passes or fails on data sheet.
c. Report any notes if needed for the visual inspection on data sheet. (Example:
Scratches on the front bumper but does not appear to be broken.)
11. Perform a functionality test on the RC Car.
a. While stationary, turn the wheels left and right.
b. Drive the car forwards and backwards.
c. Drive the car in a figure eight.
d. Report if the functionality test passes or fails.
e. Report any notes if needed for the functionality test. (Example: Car makes a noise
when turning to the left put still operates correctly.)
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12. Repeat steps 7-11 for the middle and rear of the car.
13. Clean up all equipment and return it to proper location.
14. In place desired review data from test.
15. Open excel on computer and input the data.
16. Analyze data using engineering methods.
a. Force
b. Change in height.
c. Percent of suspension used.
17. Write a testing report.
•

Discussion. (Did the testing progress? Did the testing present any challenges or issues?
Did the RC Car perform as expected? What changes could be made to the test to improve
the overall simulation?)

The testing challenges included, having enough room to stack the weights in the desired
locations. This was overcame by using smaller weights and stacking them on top of each other.
The RC Car performed close to what was expected. It was using slightly more suspension than
what was intended but not enough to be concerned about. Changes to be made to the test to
improve the simulation would be to do the same thing but on the corners of the car.

Deliverables
As expected, the RC Car passed the functionality test and the visual inspection after reach trial.
The height of the chassis plate when the force was applied to the front was 1.1 inches, when it
was applied to the middle it was 1.25 inches, and when applied to the rear it was 1.15 inches.
This made the change in height of the chassis plate be 1.95 inches at the front, 1.8 inches at the
middle, and 1.9 inches at the rear. The amount of suspension used at the front was 76%, in the
middle it was 71%, and at the rear it was 75%. The success of this test was based on passing the
visual inspection and functionality test because that is what determines if the requirement is met.
The RC Car performed as expected during the test. It is using slightly more suspension that what
was predicted but not enough to be concerned about. If it was using much more suspension than
what was predicted then adjustments would have to be made to the suspension.
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APPENDIX G3.1 – Checklist
Leveling Test Checklist

Figure G3.1: A checklist to be completed prior to performing test.
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APPENDIX G3.2 – Data Forms
Leveling Test Blank Raw Data Sheet

Figure G3.2a: The blank raw data sheet for the leveling test.

Blank Evaluation Sheet for Leveling Test

Figure G3.2b: The blank evaluation sheet for the leveling test that is in Excel.
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APPENDIX G3.3 – Raw Data
Leveling Test Raw Data

Figure G3.3: The raw data recorded from the leveling test.

APPENDIX G3.4 – Raw Data
Leveling Test Calculated Values

Figure G3.4: The calculated values from the leveling test.
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APPENDIX G3.5 – Gantt Chart
Gantt Chart for Leveling Test

Figure G3.5: Gantt chart with information included about leveling test.
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APPENDIX H – Resume
Colton Hague
(253) 217-9011
Haguec@cwu.edu
103 W Courtney Ct
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Objective: Seeking a position in the mechanical engineering industry that is fast paced and quality
minded. I am looking for the opportunity to utilize my skills in mechanics, hydraulics, physics, and
drafting software. I am eager to show my drive and determination for long term professional growth
within mechanical engineering.

Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skilled at organizing work and problem-solving resolutions.
Researching, understanding, and implementing on my own or with very minimal assistance
Self-motivated and able to work in high pressure environments
Able to read various blueprints and schematics
Able to work in a diverse environment with a teaming attitude
Use of multiple tools: Rivet guns, drills, saws, micrometers, tape measure, calipers, torque
wrenches, ohm meter, pneumatic tools, etc.
knowledge of numerous Microsoft and Computer applications
Use of different machinery devices

Education
•
•

Tahoma Senior High
Central Washington University
Technology degree

- Graduated 2016
- Graduating in 2021 with Mechanical Engineering

Qualifications
•
•

BS Mechanical Engineering Technology (In 2021)
Associate Mechanical Design in SolidWorks

Work History
•

•

Cornerstone General Contractors – CGC – 2017 - Present
o Lead laborer
o Distribution of work for laborers
o Forklift operation
Meridian Scale – Meridian Scale - April 2010 - 2016
o Technician
o Welder
o Customer service
o Design
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